LASAGNA BOWL CHAMPIONSHIP HISTORY
YEAR

WINNER 1 -

WINNER 2 -

LASAGNA 1

LASAGNA 2

NOTES

2007

Robert Ray Chicken Green
Curry

Scarletto Traditional The One
True Champ of the
Inaugural Lasagna
Bowl!!!!!!!!

2008

N/A

N/A

2009

N/A

N/A

2010

Geoff Gorski En Fuego

Jenn Miller Seafood Spinach

Last Year On Super Bowl Sunday

2011

Meg Demolina Mambo #5

Jane Gorski Caramel Apple

Moved To Super Bowl SATURDAY

2012

Matt Saggese Locals Only

Chrissy Starnes Mexican Ole

2013

Gorski

Katy Durkin

Becksteins With The 3rd MC Golden
Spatula

2014

Geoff Gorski Jerk Shrimp

Katy Durkin Chocolate Dessert

Herrick Lifetime Achievement Spatula For
Annual Fried Chicken

2015

Ryan Beckstein
- Green Chile

Jane Gorski Layered Pasta Salad

Denise Fowler With The Rare 3rd Spatula For Dessert
Cookies

2016

Lacey Somech - Katy Durkin Buffalo Chicken Chocolate Peanut Butter

2017

Phil Stemp Phillylicious

Michael Conti Lasagna Sticks

10th Annual (see text from FB post
below)

2018

Cheryl Turk Pierogie

Michael Conti Breakfast

MC won his first two contests which was
unheard of. Then sadly we lost MC,
thus renaming the Golden Spatula after
him moving forward

2019

Katy Durkin Ketosagna

Annetta Saggese Smores

Inaugural year of the MC Golden
Spatula (see logo on spatulas). Also,
first year kids can vote and have it count
as first kid entry

2020

Phil Stemp Wonton

Kelli Flowers Never Sausage

STATS: Katy Durkin (4), Geoff Gorski (3), Jane Gorski (2), Phil Stemp (2), Michael
Conti (2), Ryan Beckstein (TBD)

2017 FB Post
Today marks the 10th annual Saggese Lasagna Bowl. Originally named the Saggese
SUPER Lasagna Bowl as it took place on Super Bowl Sunday. Once this grand event
became more popular than the Super Bowl itself, we moved to Saturday.
Those first few years were full of far too much fun, far too many drinks and far too full bellies
to really remember all the details. When Lasagna-Gate struck in 2010 we lost all our hard
drives and records so we are still piecing back together who actually won those years.
Back then we didn't have any children to worry about and our biggest concern was what
was for lunch on Monday. And when we realized lasagnas came in all shapes and sizes we
created this contest.
Over the years the categories have changed from Traditional to Dinner to Dessert to
Creative and Honorable Mention. And every year the gluttony has provided for more glory.
We have had sunny days and rainy days cold days and warm ones but with the backyard
and happy confines of the inside we have always had the best of times.
Pretty sure Robert won the very first one, with the help of Mellow Mushrooms ingredients.
The Gorski family are by far the supreme winners of the most Golden Spatulas. Katy Durkin
redefined lasagnas along with Ryan Beckstein as they dove into the creative and dessert
realm. We have had one timers come and win, never to see seen again. And everyone
loves that the Herricks continue to enter fried chicken. The Saggese home is proud to hang
one golden spatula and this year we look forward to another.
It's with great thanks to all our supporters that this tradition has continued for 10 years. We
truly look forward to the comrade, the trash talk and being able to see friends that maybe
we don't get to see as often anymore. So let the layering begin and here's to another 10
years!
2018 FB Post
As if a house full of tremendous friends wasn’t enough, Lasagna Bowl 11 overflowed our
kitchen with some of the tastiest creations to date. The variety was as diverse as the vote
tallies but in the end, it was a Title Defender and a Long Time First Time who took home the
coveted Golden Spatulas. Congrats to Michael Conti and Cheryl Turk respectively and
endless thanks to all who participated and partied it up! Post pics if you’ve got em as mine
are limited if not blurry.
2020 FB Post
Lasagna Bowl XII started off a bit stressful as the weather wasn’t sure if it wanted to
cooperate and the Evite # was closing in on 70 people.
But as all Saggese events go, the worries disappeared as our amazing family of friends
arrived.
With them came 20 diverse and scrumptious lasagnas, all expecting to win. The set up
accommodated all, and once the tasting began to flurry of excitement rose. With the help of
a last-minute helper our tallying of the votes was successful, albeit fuzzy.
Walking out back to make the announcement I was overwhelmed with the number of faces
eagerly waiting to hear who will take home the MCs. We honored Michael Conti and
awarded two Golden spatulas to Phil Stemp with his Wonton lasagna and Kelli Flowers with
her Never Sausage lasagna. For Phil it was his third and for Kelli it was her first, yet another
example of the beauty of lasagna bowl.
The party lasted until midnight as we sat around the fire solving the worlds problems and
coming up with next year‘s lasagna recipes. Just how we scripted it.
Thanks to all who participated, helped, partied, ate too much, and found a new appreciation
for an old Italian meal.

